Abstract
Introduction
Spatial Data is made up of spatial object. Spatial object consists of point, line, area, rectangle, plane, volume and high dimensional data including the time. The examples of spatial data include the location across the region such as city, rivers, roads, county town, state, crop coverage, mountains, etc. It is very effective for environmental monitoring, space, city planning, resource management and the application for GIS [5, 11] .
There are a lot of algorithms for polygon construction in the serial environment. Yan and Cheng (2000) proposed a fast algorithm of topological polygon auto-construction based on azimuth calculation. Li et al. (2005) made improvements based on it. Wang (2002) proposed the raster algorithm on creation of topological relationship of polygons. Luo et al. (2004) proposed an algorithm to create topological relationship based on closed coordinate chain data. Chen et al. (2010) proposed polygon overlay analysis algorithm based on monotone chain and STR tree in the simple feature mode. Iwerks and Mitchell (2012) proposed spiral serpentine polygonization of a planar point set. Michikawa and Suzuki (2013) proposed polygonization of volumetric skeletons with junctions. Polygon construction in a parallel environment has mainly studied by Bestul (1992) . Under the general scanning model [2] that data parallel of SAM model environment, he puts forward the variant of several quad-tree and how to use them to construct polygons. And shows how to carry out a certain number of operations in data parallel quad-tree. In general scanning model environment, Lindenbaum et al. (1995) and Hoel and Samet (2003) proposed data parallelism of polygon construction using the bucket PMR quad-tree, R Tree and R + tree.
This paper contributes as follows: We uniquely determine each polygon by the topological location relationship of elements in the plane graph. Edges are sorting by topological rule that is constructed based on the topological location relationship. Then find edges of result polygons in the collection of sorted candidate edge by a series of search operation. And form the results plane graph, finally form the result polygons. The algorithm can segmented search by a data parallel spatial data structure. It reduces the number of global search and improves the efficiency. This paper is structured as follows: first, we describe the parallel computing model and intersection calculation for line segments in Section 2. Second, we describe how to construct polygons in parallel in Section 3. Third, we make experiments to prove whether the algorithm is feasible in Section 4. Fourth, we discuss the advantage and improvement of the algorithm in Section 5. Fifth, we conclude and offer research direction in Section 6.
Parallel Computing Model and Intersection Calculation for Line Segments
For the set of basic operations that can be operated in any long variable (onedimensional array) data. Scanning model used in this paper [3] is defined as the general model of parallel computing. Three basic operations (search, vector product and arrange) are mainly used to generate a result vector of equal length. Search operation [12] requires a combination operator⊕, an input vector [a 0 , a 1 ,..., a n-1 ], and returns a result vector [a 0 , (a 0 ⊕a 1 ),..., (a 0 ⊕a 1 ⊕...⊕a n-1 )].
A polygon is composed of at least three points. And each point is adjacent the two edges. The generation process is not by a simple human visual sense, but needs further polygonization on the map through good logic.
As shown in Figure 1 c.) Selected line segment cannot intersect by the y value of the vertex second time. If the minimum y pmin value of C i edge is greater than the maximum y qmax value of D i edge, the maximum y pmax value of C i edge is greater than the minimum y qmin value of D i edge, then the two sides do not intersect. 
Parallel Construction
Before the polygon construction, the input line is generated a graph model. Follow these steps to add the edges: add the nodes 0 and 1 to the graph, Then add l 0 edge to graph, At the same time, add the directed edges v 0 , v 1 , the direction of v 0 is the same as the original edge, the direction of v 1 is the contrary as it, so called l 0 as the father edge, v 0 and v 1 are sub edge, and v 0 and v 1 are brother edge each either and their direction are contrary, add the first edge finished. Add the remaining edges accordingly, as shown in Figure 2 . 
Record Relationships between Edges
The point on a polygon is stored according to a certain order, for the edge of a polygon also requires a certain order recorded. Sorting the out edge of the same node according to the size of the direction angle of directed edges. Take the start node of a directed edge as the origin, the horizontal direction is X axis, the vertical direction is Y axis (with the same plane rectangular coordinate system), take the positive x axis as initial direction, Counterclockwise rotation angle to the segment composed of the starting node and the second node is the directed edge direction angle. For the out edges' direction angle of node 1 in Figure 2 , the result is: v 3-v 7-v 1 after arrange their out edge, the amplified results are shown in Figure 3 . Taking packet sorting algorithm when out edges in a graph that has m nodes to be sorted out. To ensure that nodes in the same group are spatially adjacent to each other, first carry out the global space partition of the nodes in Figure 4 , then sort the nodes according to the spatial location, and then group the sorted nodes, in general to ensure a group of nodes is the spatial adjacency. Supposing there are n processors (n≥m), according to the number of processors after grouping nodes, the number of nodes z= (z 1 ,z 2 ,…z n ), considering the load balance, the number of nodes in each group does not necessarily equal, but the total amount of data balance and the nodes in the same group close to each other in space.
To sort out the edge of each node according to the direction angle, for each node, the relationship between the edges mainly are: for node i, take the brother edge of the out edge vp according to the out edges order after sorting, set the next edge of vq for the next out edge vm sequencing around the node i, take the brother side vn of vm, set the storage relationship between edges accordingly, until back edge vp. Therefore, the storage relationship of directed edges in Figure 4 is shown in Table 1 . 
The Calculation of the Result Polygons
Mark label, sub edges will divide into several groups of input vector corresponding according to the storage relationship between edges, sub edges in each vector are unique, between groups does not exist repeat, each group vector is marked by the vector group number. Vector groups are assigned to each processor according to the number of groups and the processors. Finally, according to the group number, Vector product operation is performed in parallel for sub edges in each group and mark. From v 0 , v 0 →v 3 →v 5 →v 9 , the label of these directed edges is marked as 1;from v 1 , v 1 →v 8 →v 6 , the label of these directed edges is marked as 2, for v 2 The purpose of marking each sub edge is to get special mark line, special mark line refers to sub edge having the same label and belongs to the same parent side, and these special mark lines will be deleted. There are three main steps to delete mark line, which are basic operations in parallel scanning model: a) exclusive scanning forward; b) logical reduction; c) sort
Generate a Valid Ring
The ring is generated according to the storage relationship between edges, closed ring is a valid ring, determine whether the ring is closed is mainly to determine whether the head edge and the tail edge of the ring are same, the same head and tail edge of ring is closed ring. There are at least two rings in a polygon, so the number of required to judging the ring is at least two times the number of polygon, this process takes a long time to judge. All rings will be assigned to each processor according to the number of available processors in parallel construction, each processor handles a group of adjacent rings, and parallel operation causes the judgment time greatly reduced. Finally, according to the handling results of each group, retain valid ring, delete the invalid ring. Figure2 total generates six rings, the rings are valid after executing judgment operation, and the valid ring generated is as shown in Figure 6 . The final step to construct polygon is to judge the valid ring is shell or whole according to the direction of the ring, when the direction is counterclockwise, the ring is hole, when 
Experiments
Under the premise of maintaining the correctness, the final purpose of parallel polygon construction is to improve the operational speed significantly when constructing polygon operation to a certain amount of space data. Table 3 describes operation time of parallel polygon construction on the scale for linear data of 93664 objects, which is under the different number of cores.
Through improving a part of the calculation, the resulting performance improvement can be reflected by the Amdahl law quantitatively. The Amdahl law defines the speedup achieved by using a kind of optimization or parallel program. The line chart shows that the speedup of quad-core is the highest, reached 1.875, while the speedup of six-core and eight-core are reduced to 1.66, this shows that the more cores used in parallel, the more overhead. But on the whole, the parallel speedup is quite good, achieve the purpose of improving the efficiency. Therefore, this new polygon construction approach in the parallel environment is an effective way to improve efficiency.
Discussion
The polygon construction is one of the key issues for constructing the topological relationship of spatial data. Scholars have optimized and improved the automatization, speed and complexity of the algorithm. This paper proposes a new algorithm for polygon construction in the parallel environment. So the algorithm in this paper has more advantages than general algorithms as follows: (1) it is automated and no manual interention. (2) By the topological location relationship of elements in the plane graph, we can uniquely determine each polygon. The spare situation when searching polygons in general algorithms is avoided. Thus polygons are topology constructed faster. (3) The key of the algorithm is paralleling the more time consuming operation (search, sort. etc.). And generate directed rings faster. Then construct polygon for a set of line segments. So it reduces the number of global search and improves the running speed. It also improves efficiency of polygon construction.
The algorithm is proved under the background of multicore computers. The experimental results have proved that construct polygon in parallel environment is feasible. The experiments prove a massive reduction in the running time of the same size data in the multicore environment. However, the more cores are used, the more overhead. The direction of improvement of the algorithm is how to improve the speedup and scalability at the same time. So it can be applied in practical application.
Conclusion
This paper put forwards an automatic parallel polygonization algorithm based on the graph model, improve the basic operation efficiency of spatial analysis. The purpose of this paper is to parallel the basic operation such as the inquiry, arrangement and other timeconsuming operation in the calculation to improve efficiency. On the basis, considering the proximity of spatial data distribution and load balance between parallel nodes. In order to prove the feasibility and effectiveness of the algorithm, this paper has conducted a group of
